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and these were given to the rising towns and id the
more populous counties. But for another fifty yfears
there remained some traces of the old system—it wa$ -
a greater honour to represent a county as "knight of
the shire" than to represent a borough, however great;
and many ancient boroughs retained two members
although their population was very much smaller than
that of a new town with only one. This was remedied
by the Redistribution Act of 1885, which abolished all
these ancient survivals and divided the whole country
up into constituencies of equal population. The big
towns were carved up into districts, each returning
one member, the counties into divisions, likewise
returning one member each. The only exception was
those boroughs which had always returned two
members and happened to have the population which
entitled them still to return two: in those places,
and those places only, each voter still has a double
vote.
We are now in a position to state what happens at
the present day. The important Representation of the
People Act of 1918 made residence for six months the
sole necessary qualification for a vote (manhood
suffrage at last), and included women above the age of
thirty on practically the same terms as men. In 1928
the movement towards universal suffrage was com-
pleted by the inclusion of women at the age of twenty-
one on exactly the same conditions as men. An older
type of qualification for an additional vote also survives,
namely the occupation of business premises to the
value of £10 per annum; but this vote cannot be used
together with a vote based on residence in the same
constituency. Thus lunatics and peers of the realm,
the latter having their own House of Parliament, are

